
Mirowave investigations of photo-transport and exiton�ssion in organi ondutorsResearh projet in the Optoeletronis-group at the Cavendish Laboratorysupervised by Dr. A.D. Chepelianskii and by Sir Prof. R. Friendontat: alexei.hepelianskii�gmail.omhttp://www.oe.phy.am.a.uk/Early development in photovoltai ells relied on inorgani semionduting materials to realizethe ative layer where eletron-hole pairs are reated due the absorption of photons. After ab-sorption, the eletron hole pair usually forms a bound pair that is termed an exiton. In order toprovide energy to an external iruit, the positive and negative harges forming the exiton mustbe separated. This an be ahieved by applying an external eletri �eld that auses positive andnegative harges to drift in opposite diretions or by establishing a gradient in arrier onen-tration that reates a di�usive �ow to ompensate the gradient of the eletrohemial potential.These two routes to e�ient arrier separation are now well understood for inorgani semion-dutors ells, however these su�er from some pratial limitations for broad pratial appliation.For example silion solar ells require relatively thik silion �lms to obtain full optial absorp-tion. These inorgani layers an only be proessed at very high temperatures, and are thereforerelatively expensive.

Figure 1: The blend of regio-regular poly(3-hexylthiophene) and [6,6℄-penyl C61-butyri aid methylester(P3HT:PCBM, their hemial struture is represented on the left) forms a referene organi solar ell withpower onversion e�ienies as high as 5%. It is energetially favorable for an exited P3HT moleule totransfer an eletron to a PCBM moleule whih ats as an eletron aeptor. By ontrolling the phaseseparation between these two materials it is possible to reate a morphology where exitons an reahP3HT:PCBM interfaes where they form harge transfer states. In this form the exitations have longerlifetimes, they an di�use to the interfaes with the metalli ontats whih allows the extration of theharges.Organi semiondutors on the other hand an be deposited on a variety of substrates inluding�exible and transparent plastis. Thin �lms of soluble onjugated polymers an be prepared bysolution proessing methods (for example spin oating) and patterning an be ahieved at low osteasily using inkjet printing tehnologies. Stimulated by these possibilities several devies based onorgani polymers were realized inluding: light emitting diodes that were �rst fabriated in the1



Optoeletronis group in Cambridge, bipolar/ambipolar �eld e�et transistors, photodetetors andphotovoltai ells. However organi materials su�er from two main limitations for photovoltaiell appliations. The exitons are strongly bound due to the low dieletri onstant in thesematerials, and the low mobilities in organi materials exitons an di�use only on distanes ofthe order of 10nm before they reombine whih is too short to reah an eletrode interfae whereexiton dissoiation an our. In donor/aeptor (typially polymer/fullerene) blends the lifetimeof the exited states is extended beause exitons have time to di�use to an interfae between donorand aeptor moleules where exitons are separated to form a state with muh longer lifetimes.An example of a typial material that takes advantage of the donor-aeptor strategy to ahievehigh power onversion e�ieny P3HT:PCBM is shown on Fig. 1. It is believed that the hargetransfer states whih are formed in this way, onsist of a hole loalized on a polymer moleuleinterating with an eletron loalized on a fullerene. However little is known about their exatnature, in partiular if eletron and hole still form a bound state or if they behave as free arriers(for a disussion see [1℄ and referenes therein).The aim of this projet is to investigate the nature of these harge transfer states by ouplingthem to a multimode mirowave resonator ombined with an optial spetrosopy setup [2℄. Theproposed mirowave domain experiments o�er several new possibilities as ompared to optialspetrosopy tehniques. Due to the very high quality fator of the superonduting resonators
Q ∼ 10

4 it is possible to investigate the photo-exitations under very weak light exitation am-plitudes where photoexitations interat only weakly. By omparing the dieletri response ofthe photoexitations and the photo-indued spin resonane signal we aim to measure diretly theloalization length of the photo-exitations. Finally, the simultaneous measurements of the realand imaginary parts of the dieletri onstant whih is made possible by working with a resonanttehnique is also very appealing sine it allows to distinguish between bound and mobile arri-ers. Speial emphasis will be plaed on experiments on singlet �ssion systems and high mobilityrystals (pentaene,ruberene) [3℄. These experiments will be omplimented by more onventionalmagneto-transport studies of the same materials [4℄.The internship will provide loal support through St Catharine ollege, http://www.aths.am.a.uk.Referenes :[1℄ A. Marsh, J.M. Hodgkiss and R. Friend, Adv. Mater. 22, 3672 (2010)[2℄ A.D. Chepelianskii, F. Chiodi, M. Ferrier, S. Gueron, E. Rouviere and H. Bouhiat, Appl.Phys. Lett. 96, 052118 (2010)[3℄ H. Najafov, B. Lee, Q. Zhou, L. C. Feldman and V. Podzorov, Nature Materials 9, 938 (2010)[4℄ J. Wang, A.C. Chepelianskii, F. Gao, N.C. Greenham, Nature Communiations 3, 1191 (2012)
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